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As we bid farewell to an exceptional year, we are thrilled to announce the culmination of significant 

achievements through the establishment of four pivotal partnerships. These collaborations extend 

beyond the mere expansion of our network; they signify a convergence of shared vision and values 

with our esteemed partners. This unity not only strengthens our existing relationships but also 

reinforces our commitment to facilitating your growth.
These strategic alliances are not merely transactions; they embody a commitment to a collective 
vision for the future. By aligning ourselves with like-minded partners, we are better equipped to 
support your endeavors and contribute to your success. Together, we aspire to unlock new avenues 
of growth, cultivate a culture of innovation, and propel ourselves towards shared and unprecedented 
achievements.

We've Moved  
to a New Office!

2024 ANNUAL  

NEWSLETTER

Celebrating Growth &  NewPartnerships!

WWW.FEKRKHAN.COM

Exciting news! FekrKhan has relocated to

a new office in the vibrant Heliopolis area.

The spacious environment features more

training rooms and abundant natural

light, fostering a collaborative and 

inspiring atmosphere for growth. 

Conveniently situated closer to the 

main street, our move reflects our

dedication to enhancing your experience

with Fekrkhan.

We look forward to welcoming you in our 

new home!

60+ Clincs

http://WWW.FEKRKHAN.COM/


FEKRKHAN 2024 

EVENTS CALENDAR
Get ready for an exhilarating 2024 with Fekrkhan!

We're thrilled to present a dynamic lineup:

Power Talks: Inspiring discussions that empower and provoke thought. 

Online Workshops: Dive into learning from the comfort of your home. 

Workshops: Join us in-person for hands-on skill enhancement sessions. 

Retreats: Rejuvenate your mind, body, and soul with our immersive retreats. 

Conferences & Seminars: Stay informed and inspired through dynamic events

For the latest updates and to secure your spot, visit our website: www.fekrkhan.com

CORPORATE OASIS:

DAR TAYTI UNVEILS NEW RETREAT SPACES!

Exciting news is brewing at Dar Tayti, a proud venue under the Fekrkhan  umbrella. 
We're thrilled to introduce revamped spaces catering to corporate  retreats for groups of up to 20.

Connecting, Growing & Enriching Corporate Experiences:
At Dar Tayti, we specialize in curating corporate retreats that go beyond the  ordinary. Whether you're 
seeking team coaching sessions, executive retreats, or  a rejuvenating escape for your C-suite, our ecolodge 
offers an idyllic setting for  meaningful connections and growth.

Retreat Initiatives: Explore our thoughtfully designed retreats that we initiate,  focusing on holistic growth, 
group coaching, and personal enrichment.

Tailored Excursions: Immerse your team in highly personalized excursions and  activities crafted to fit your 
unique requirements.

C-Suite and Executive Retreats: Take a different approach with our specialized  retreats designed to enhance 
leadership skills, foster teamwork, and provide a  refreshing perspective for executives.

This is more than a venue; it's an invitation to connect, grow as a team, and  create lasting corporate 
memories. Dar Tayti Ecolodge is not just a destination;  it's a corporate oasis waiting to inspire your team.

For bookings and to discuss customized corporate packages, get in touch via info@fekrkhan.com

https://fekrkhan.odoo.com/


Join the vibrant FekrKhan community & stay connected with our latest updates! Subscribe to 

our annual newsletter for exclusive insights, news, & exciting developments. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW    /    UNSUBCRIBE 

FekrKhan 

demonstrates its 

commitment to 

addressing distinct 

needs within the 

market while 

embodying 

innovation, inclusivity, 

and a forward-

thinking ethos. These 

two brands under the 

FekrKhan umbrella 

became synonymous 

with excellence in 

customer experiences 

and women's 

initiatives, 

respectively, leaving 

an indelible mark on 

the business 

landscape.

https://fekrkhan.odoo.com/survey/start/ec1a4354-6cd7-424d-b1d4-66c7cd81fcae
https://fekrkhan.odoo.com/survey/start/ec1a4354-6cd7-424d-b1d4-66c7cd81fcae
https://fekrkhan.odoo.com/s/7137
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